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Polarised Lenses by ZEISS
ZEISS precision sunglass lenses with polarisation
ﬁlter

Who hasn't experienced the glare of reﬂected sunlight on wet or shiny surfaces? This glare can have a negative impact on our vision, particularly while
driving. It’s a good thing that an eﬀective remedy is available: ZEISS sunglass lenses with polarisation ﬁlter reliably counteract glare.
Polarised light reﬂections can lead to disturbing glare. This is eﬀectively ﬁltered by polarising lenses from ZEISS. Vertical micro-mesh structures eliminate
the horizontally oscillating element of light which is responsible for a great deal of glare. A further key advantage is more sharply focussed vision.
Contours become clearer; vision in bright sunlight is perceived as considerably more relaxing and less fatiguing. In other words, these spectacle lenses
don't just protect your eyes against the sun – they also ensure improved vision without irritating glare.

Polarised
Polarised are polarising sunglass lenses by ZEISS in the standard colours of brown, grey and pioneer (grey-green) - 85%.

Color: Brown pol 85%

Color: Grey pol 85%

Color: Pioneer pol 85%

SkyPol
SkyPol combines a polarisation ﬁlter with contrast enhancing f Skylet® tinting for a unique visual experience in challenging light conditions.

SkyPol Fun

SkyPol Road

The beneﬁts for the wearer
 Polarising filter against irritating reflections
 Optimised glare protection
 100% solar UV protection
 Light and comfortable to wear
 Attractive range of colours with the benefits of the Skylet® colour:

Fun, Road, Sport

Related Products

SkyPol Sport

ZEISS Skylet®
Selective absorption for higher
contrast
Learn more

ZEISS is one of the world’s leading
manufacturers of spectacle lenses, and is
committed to delivering maximum precision
and comfort. ZEISS designs and produces
lenses, instruments and measurement systems,
as well as retail concepts and technology
services that continue to raise the bar in vision
care.

ZEISS Lens Colours: Urban Tints
Where fashion meets function

ZEISS DriveSafe Lenses
One pair of glasses for everyday use
and safer driving.

Learn more

Learn more

Contact us to get started
ZEISS Customer Service
 +49 7361 591-0
h Email







Not all products, services or oﬀers are approved or oﬀered in every market and approved labelling and instructions may vary from one country to
another. For country speciﬁc product information, see the appropriate country website.
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